Amazon Adventure

**obsessed** -- focused on something so much that you pay no attention to anything else at all  
**exotic** -- unusual  
**naturalist** -- scientist who studies plants and animals in their natural settings

---

**In the Role of Brie Hutchins**

**audition** -- to try out for a role or position  
**fiasco** -- disaster  
**chaos** -- situation where nothing is in control

---

**Crane Spotting**

**migration** -- regular travel from one specific place to another  
**primatologist** -- scientist who studies primates  
**anthropologist** -- scientist who studies humans

---

**Coronavirus and wildlife**

**infected** -- carrying a virus, bacterium or other disease-producer  
**folk medicine** -- medicine based on ancient traditions which may or may not be scientifically useful

---

**Locusts**

**infestation** -- overrun by a parasite or pest  
**insecticide** -- chemical specifically created to kill insects

---
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